M3. **BIBIMBAB** ................................. $9.95
   Rice bowl topped with a variety of fresh vegetables, ground beef and chili paste sauce

M4. **DDUKBAEGI BIBIMBAB** ........... $10.95
   Sizzling hotpot rice bowl topped with variety of vegetables, ground beef and chili paste sauce

M5. **DDUKBAEGI ALBAB** ................. $10.95
   Sizzling hotpot rice bowl topped with flying fish roe, Kimchi and vegetables

M6. **DDUKBAEGI HAEMULBAB** ........ $11.95
   Sizzling hotpot rice bowl topped with assorted seafood and vegetables

M7. **MANDOO RAMYUN** ..................... $6.95
   (spicy, regular)
   Korean instant noodles and dumplings

M8. **DON KATSU** ............................. $9.95
   Savory deep fried pork cutlet

M9. **CHICKEN TERIYAKI** ................. $9.95
   Pan fried vegetables and chicken with Teriyaki sauce and rice

M10. **CURRY RICE** ........................... $9.95
    (spicy, regular)
    Pan fried vegetables and beef with Korean curry and rice

   : Take-Out Not Available, Dine-In Only

---

**Special Dish**

D1. **MUL MANDOO** .......................... $6.95
   10pcs Steamed Dumplings

D2. **GOON MANDOO** ........................ $6.95
   7pcs Fried Dumplings

D3. **DDUKBAEGI BULGOGI** ............. $10.95
   (mild)
   Marinated beef cooked in a hot bowl with vegetables, potato noodles and broth

D4. **GODEUNGUH JJIM** .................... $10.95
   (regular)
   Boiled mackerel hard with special soy sauce and green onion

D5. **JAPCHAE** ................................ $14.95
   (mild)
   Stir fried sweet potato noodles with vegetables and beef

D6. **PAJEON** ................................ $14.95
   (mild)
   Assorted seafood pancake with green onions, mushrooms and eggs

D7. **GALBI JJIM** ............................. $25.95
   (mild)
   Korean traditional steamed beef short ribs, vegetables, sweet potato noodles and rice cakes stewed in house special sweet and savoury marinade.

D8. **OJINGUH BOKUM** .................... $14.95
   (spicy)
   Stir fried squid with vegetables, rice cake and hot sauce

---

**Kim's Korean BBQ House**

**Business Hours**

Monday - Saturday
   Lunch  11:00am-3:00pm
   Dinner 04:30pm-9:30pm
Sunday Closed

250 591 6369

1607 Bowen Rd.
Nanaimo, BC  V9S 1G5
**Soup Menu**

**S1. TOFU SOUP + RICE**..........................$9.95
  (spicy, regular)
  Soft tofu soup with assorted seafood, pork and vegetable

**S2. KIMCHI STEW + RICE**..........................$9.95
  (spicy)
  Spicy kimchi stew with tofu and pork

**S3. DOENJANG STEW + RICE**..........................$9.95
  (spicy, regular)
  Korean Bean paste stew with tofu, beef and vegetables

**S4. HWANGTAE HAEJANGGUK + RICE**............$9.95
  (mild)
  Frozen-dried Pollack soup with vegetables and an egg

**S5. YUKGYEJANG + RICE**............................$9.95
  (spicy, regular)
  Spicy beef soup with vegetable

**S6. SEOLLEONGTANG + RICE**..........................$9.95
  (mild)
  Ox bone broth with sliced beef, flour noodle and green onion

**BBQ Menu**

**B1. KIM'S GALBI + RICE**..........................$15.95
  (mild)
  *Kim's Korean BBQ House Signature
  Korean Traditional BBQ, beef short-ribs marinated with House special BBQ sauce, grilled on charcoal BBQ

**B2. GOCHUJANG SAMGYUP + SSAM + RICE**........$15.95
  (spicy)
  Korean style BBQ pork belly marinated with Spicy House special BBQ sauce, grilled on charcoal BBQ
  *SSAM: Rice, meats and Korean traditional sauce wrapped in leaves of lettuce

**B3. BULGOGI-PORK + SSAM + RICE**..............$12.95
  (spicy)
  Korean style stir-fried Pork with homemade BBQ sauce

**B4. BULGOGI-BEEF + SSAM + RICE**...............$12.95
  (mild)
  Korean style stir-fried Beef with homemade BBQ sauce

**B5. BULGOGI-CHICKEN + SSAM + RICE**..........$12.95
  (spicy)
  Korean style stir-fried Chicken with homemade BBQ sauce
  *SSAM: Rice, meats and Korean traditional sauce wrapped in leaves of lettuce

**BBQ Combo Menu**

**CA. COMBO A**............................................$25.95
  MulMandoo + One choice of Bulgogi +
  SSam + Tofu soup or Doenjang Stew + 2 rice

**CB. COMBO B**.............................................$39.95
  MulMandoo + Two choice of Bulgogi +
  SSam + Tofu Soup + Doenjang Stew + 3 rice

**Kim's Korean BBQ House**
250 591 6369

**Special Meal**

* : Take-Out Not Available, Dine-In Only

**M1. BIBIM NAENGMYUN**............................$9.95
  (spicy)
  Korean traditional cold and chewy noodles in house hot chili paste sauce

**M2. MUL NAENGMYUN**..............................$9.95
  (mild)
  Korean traditional icy cold, chewy noodles in house special soup